Electron energy-loss spectroscopy in a TEM is one of the few tools that can obtain chemical composition with atomic column spatial resolution. This high spatial resolution is especially important for the characterization of interfaces and nanostructured materials. The error in chemical composition determination from electron energy-loss spectra are governed by background subtraction. Here we report a model based method in which we can reliably and reproducibly determine this background. The fit is checked visibly and mathematically. In contrast to the approach of Verbeeck et al.
Figure 1: Quantification of a SrTiO 3 bulk spectrum (fat dark gray, before and after background subtraction) with the Quantifit method. The fit is show as thin dark gray lines. The fit shows perfect stoichiometery with a reduced 2 value of 13. The black curves shows the backgrounds. The upper one is the power law background fitted to the pre edge slope and the lower one is the one modified by Quantifit routine.. Please note that the fit excluded 5 eV before and 50 eV after the edge onsets of each ionization edge (Ti-L 2;3 at 455 eV and O-K at 530 eV).
Figure 2: The shape of a Hydrogenic (green) and Hatree-Slater (blue) cross-section (with a background added) is compared to an experimental (SSD-corrected) spectrum of Si.
